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Abstract
We study the spin polarizations of both τ leptons in the decay b→ sτ+τ−. In addi-
tion to the polarization asymmetries involving a single τ , we construct asymmetries
for the case where both polarizations are simultaneously measured. We also study
forward-backward asymmetries with polarized τ ’s. We find that a large number of
asymmetries are predicted to be large, >∼ 10%. This permits the measurement of all
Wilson coefficients and the b-quark mass, thus allowing the standard model (SM) to
be exhaustively tested. Furthermore, there are many unique signals for the presence
of new physics. For example, asymmetries involving triple-product correlations are
predicted to be tiny within the SM, O(10−2). Their observation would be a clear
signal of new physics.
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1 Introduction
There has been a great deal of theoretical work examining the decay b→ sℓ+ℓ−, both
at the inclusive and exclusive level [1]. As usual, the hope is that, through precision
measurements of this decay, one will find evidence for the presence of physics beyond
the standard model (SM). Indeed, this decay mode has been extensively studied in
various models of new physics [2].
Some years ago, it was noted that the measurement of the polarization of the
final-state τ− in the inclusive decay b→ Xsτ+τ− can provide important information
about the Wilson coefficients of the underlying effective Hamiltonian [3, 4, 5]. Within
the SM, this inclusive decay is described in terms of five theoretical parameters: the
four Wilson coefficients (C7, C10 and real and imaginary parts of C9), and the mass
of the b-quark, mb. In principle, all of these theoretical parameters can be completely
determined using measurements of the three τ− polarization asymmetries, the total
(unpolarized) rate, and the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry.
In practice, however, the SM τ− polarization asymmetry along the normal com-
ponent is expected to be O(10−2) [6], and is therefore probably too small to be
measured. This situation can be remedied to some extent if, in addition to the
polarization asymmetries of the τ−, we also consider similar asymmetries for the τ+
[7]. This adds one more independent observable. However, even if the sizeable polar-
ization asymmetries of both τ+ and τ− can be separately measured, there are only
as many measurements as there are unknowns, so that there are no redundant mea-
surements to provide crosschecks for the SM. Furthermore, this program requires
that the flavor of the b-quark be tagged: in an untagged sample, there are only
four observables, since the measurement of the FB asymmetry requires tagging. It
will therefore be very difficult to rigorously test the SM if only single τ -polarization
measurements are made in b→ Xsτ+τ−.
In this paper, we try to construct the maximum possible number of independent
observables. This is achieved by considering the situation in which both τ+ and
τ− polarizations are simultaneously measured. As we will see, a variety of new
asymmetries can be constructed in this case. We compute the polarization and
forward-backward asymmetries for both singly-polarized and doubly-polarized final-
state leptons. A large number of these new asymmetries do not require the tagging
of the b-quark. (Note that, in an untagged sample, while the FB asymmetry for
unpolarized leptons vanishes, some of the FB asymmetries for polarized leptons are
nonvanishing.) On the other hand, if b-tagging is possible, the measurement of these
new asymmetries provides even more information. The polarized FB asymmetries as
well as the double-spin polarization asymmetries all depend in different ways on the
Wilson coefficients, so that these coefficients can be obtained in many different ways.
This redundancy provides a huge number of crosschecks, and allows the SM to be
exhaustively tested. An interesting consequence of the large number of observables,
is that mb can be extracted. If the phenomenologically-obtained value of mb were to
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agree with theoretical estimates [8], this would be an important step in confirming
our understanding of QCD,
In our calculations we consider only contributions from SM operators. However,
using arguments based on CPT invariance and the properties of the SM operators
under C, P and T, we derive relations between these observables which are clean
tests of new physics. Some of these tests rely on the fact that within the SM there
are negligible CP-violating contributions to the decay mode being considered. Our
philosophy is to test for the presence of new physics (NP) without considering the
detailed structure of the various operators that can contribute to NP. Should a signal
for NP be seen, the consideration of specific NP operators would help in determining
the nature of NP contributions (for example, see Ref. [7]).
We begin in Sec. 2 with a discussion of the calculation of |M|2, where M is
the amplitude for b→ sτ+τ− (the results of the calculation of M are complicated,
and are presented in the Appendix). The polarization asymmetries and forward-
backward asymmetries are examined in Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. We discuss these
asymmetry measurements within a variety of scenarios in Sec. 5. We conclude in
Sec. 6.
In total, we numerically evaluate the differential decay rate and 31 asymmetries
as a function of the invariant lepton mass. Note that it will be extremely difficult
to measure asymmetries smaller than 10%, as they would require ∼ 1010 B mesons
for a 3σ signal (not including efficiencies for spin-polarization measurements and for
tagging). We therefore consider only asymmetries larger than 10% as measurable. If
one can only measure an individual τ+ or τ− spin, but cannot tag the flavor of the b-
quark, then there are only two sizeable observables. If b-tagging can be done and one
can measure the spin of the τ+ or τ−, this increases to 6 measurable asymmetries.
However, if the polarizations of both the τ -leptons can be measured and flavor
tagging of the b is possible, we find that nine of the asymmetries constructed here
are large in the SM. Including the decay rate, this leads to 10 sizeable observables,
which allows for a redundant test of the SM.
In addition, we find that the violation of certain SM asymmetry relations are
clean tests of NP. Some of these relations are violated only in the presence of CP-
violating NP. A large numbers of these asymmetries are O(10−2) in the SM, so that
the observation of larger asymmetries would be signals of NP. Certain combinations
of these asymmetries are identically zero in the SM, and hence are litmus tests of
NP.
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2 |M|2 for b→ sτ+τ−
We begin by considering the calculation of |M|2 for b → sτ+τ−. Including QCD
corrections, the effective Hamiltonian describing the decay b → sτ+τ− [9] leads to
the matrix element
M = T9 + T10 + T7 , (1)
where
T9 =
αGF√
2π
Ceff9 VtbV
∗
ts
[
s¯LγµbL
][
τ¯−γµτ+
]
, (2)
T10 =
αGF√
2π
C10VtbV
∗
ts
[
s¯LγµbL
][
τ¯−γµγ5τ
+
]
, (3)
T7 =
αGF√
2π
Ceff7 VtbV
∗
ts
[−2imb
q2
] [
s¯Lσµνq
νbR
][
τ¯−γµτ+
]
. (4)
In the above, q is the momentum transferred to the lepton pair, and we have ne-
glected the s-quark mass. The Wilson coefficients Ci are evaluated perturbatively
at the electroweak scale and then evolved down to the renormalization scale µ. The
coefficients Ceff7 and C10 are real, and take the values
Ceff7 = −0.315 , C10 = −4.642 (5)
in the leading-logarithm approximation [5]. On the other hand, the coefficient Ceff9
is complex, and its value is a function of sˆ ≡ q2/m2b : Ceff9 (µ) ≡ C9(µ) + Y (µ, sˆ),
where the function Y (µ, sˆ) contains the one-loop contributions of the four-quark
operators [3, 9]. An additional contribution to Ceff9 arises from the long-distance
effects associated with real cc¯ resonances in the intermediate states [10]. Thus,
within the SM, the decay b → sτ+τ− is described by four Wilson coefficients for a
given value of sˆ: Ceff7 , C10, Re(C
eff
9 ) and Im(C
eff
9 ).
Because the expressions in |M|2 are complicated, we present the actual results of
this calculation in the Appendix. Note that the polarization and forward-backward
asymmetries, which will be discussed in subsequent sections, are calculated as func-
tions of the terms of |M|2. Also, some signals of new physics are derived using the
C, P and T properties of the terms at the |M|2 level.
There is one point which is worth mentioning here. In the calculation of |M|2,
there are terms which involve the imaginary pieces of the Wilson coefficients [e.g. the
Im(Ceff9 C
∗
10) term in Eq. (53)]. These are the coefficients of terms like ǫµαβφ p
µ
sp
α
−s
β
−p
φ
+
in |M|2, which give rise to triple-product correlations (e.g. ~p− · (~p+×~s−)). Naively,
these triple products appear to violate time-reversal symmetry (T) and so, by the
CPT theorem, should also be signals of CP violation. However, all the amplitudes
in Eq. (1) have the same weak phase (neglecting the small u-quark contribution in
the loop), so that their interference cannot give rise to CP violation. Thus, there
appears to be an inconsistency.
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What is happening is the following: a triple product is not a true T-violating
signal, since the action of T exchanges the initial and final states. Because of this,
triple-product correlations can be faked by the presence of strong phases, even if
there is no CP violation. This is the situation which arises here – nonzero strong
phases of the Wilson coefficients can lead to triple products. Usually, it is CP viola-
tion which interests us, and we wish to eliminate such fake signals. However, in this
case, we are interested in measuring the imaginary parts of the Wilson coefficients
in order to test the SM, so that these fake signals will be quite useful.
3 Polarization Asymmetries
In the computation of the various polarization asymmetries we choose a frame of
reference in which the leptons move back to back along the z-axis, with the τ−
moving in the direction +ẑ. The s-quark then goes in the same direction as the
b-quark, with the s-quark making an angle θ with the τ−. Our specific choices for
the 4-momenta components are as follows:
pµτ− = {
√
P 2 +m2τ , 0, 0, P} ,
pµτ+ = {
√
P 2 +m2τ , 0, 0,−P} ,
pµs = {K, 0, K sin θ,K cos θ} ,
pµb = {
√
K2 +m2b , 0, K sin θ,K cos θ}. (6)
Using the above calculation of |M|2, we can compute the decay rate for unpo-
larized leptons by summing over the lepton spins and integrating over the angular
variables. As a function of the invariant mass of the lepton pair, this decay rate is
given by (
dΓ(sˆ)
dsˆ
)
unpol
=
G2F m
5
b
192 π3
α2
4 π2
|Vtb V ∗ts|2 (1− sˆ)2
√
1− 4 mˆτ
2
sˆ
∆ , (7)
where mˆτ ≡ mτ/mb, and
∆ =
(
12Re(Ceff7 C
eff∗
9 ) +
4 |Ceff7 |2 (2 + sˆ)
sˆ
) (
1 +
2 mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
(8)
+(|Ceff9 |2 + |C10|2)
(
1 + 2 sˆ+
2 (1− sˆ) mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
+ 6 (|Ceff9 |2 − |C10|2) mˆ2τ .
This agrees with the earlier results [3, 4, 5, 9, 11] in the appropriate limits.
We now consider the possibility that the polarizations of the final-state leptons
can be measured. The spins of the τ± are defined in their rest frames to be:
ŝµτ− =
{
0, s−x , s
−
y , s
−
z
}
, ŝµτ+ =
{
0, s+x , s
+
y , s
+
z
}
. (9)
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One can obtain the spins of the τ± in the frame of Eq. (6) straightforwardly by
performing a Lorentz boost:
sµτ− =
 Pmτ s−z , s−x , s−y ,
√
P 2 +m2τ
mτ
s−z
 , sµτ+ =
− Pmτ s+z , s+x , s+y ,
√
P 2 +m2τ
mτ
s+z
 .
(10)
We now define differential decay rate as a function of the spin directions of the
τ±, s+ and s−, where s+ and s− are unit vectors in the τ± rest frames. This is given
by
dΓ(s+, s−, sˆ)
dsˆ
=
1
4
(
dΓ(sˆ)
dsˆ
)
unpol
[
1 +
(
P−x s−x + P−y s−y + P−z s−z
+ P+x s+x + P+y s+y + P+z s+z
)
+
(
Pxx s+x s−x + Pxy s+x s−y + Pxz s+x s−z + Pyx s+y s−x + Pyy s+y s−y
+ Pyz s+y s−z + Pzx s+z s−x + Pzy s+z s−y + Pzz s+z s−z
)]
, (11)
where the single-lepton polarization asymmetries P∓i (i = x, y, z) are obtained by
evaluating
P−i =
[
dΓ(s−=ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
]
−
[
dΓ(s−=−ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=−ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
]
[
dΓ(s−=ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
]
+
[
dΓ(s−=−ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=−ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
] ,
P+i =
[
dΓ(s−=ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=−ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
]
−
[
dΓ(s−=ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=−ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
]
[
dΓ(s−=ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=−ˆi, s+=ˆi)
dsˆ
]
+
[
dΓ(s−=ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
−=−ˆi, s+=−ˆi)
dsˆ
] .(12)
Similarly, the double spin asymmetries Pij can be obtained:
Pij =
[
dΓ(s+=ˆi,s−=jˆ)
dsˆ
− dΓ(s+=ˆi,s−=−jˆ)
dsˆ
]
−
[
dΓ(s+=−ˆi,s−=jˆ)
dsˆ
− dΓ(s+=−ˆi,s−=−jˆ)
dsˆ
]
[
dΓ(s+=ˆi,s−=jˆ)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
+=ˆi,s−=−jˆ)
dsˆ
]
+
[
dΓ(s+=−ˆi,s−=jˆ)
dsˆ
+ dΓ(s
+=−ˆi,s−=−jˆ)
dsˆ
] , (13)
where iˆ and jˆ are unit vectors along the i and j directions. Note that both P±i and
Pij depend also on sˆ. However, the explicit dependence on sˆ has been suppressed
for simplicity of notation.
Before presenting explicit expressions for these quantities, it is useful to make the
following remark. With our choice of 4-momenta [Eq. (6)], the decay takes place in
the yz plane. Therefore, the only vectors which can have xˆ components are the spins
s+ and s−. This implies that the only scalar product which involves xˆ components
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is the dot product of two spins. Thus, any term that has only one component of spin
along xˆ (i.e. Px, Pxy and Pxz) must come from a triple-product correlation. This
holds even in the presence of new physics. It is therefore these quantities which
probe the imaginary parts of the products of Wilson coefficients.
The P’s take the form
P+x =
−3 π
2
√
sˆ∆
(
2 Im(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + Im(C
eff
9 C
∗
10) sˆ
)
mˆτ
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(14)
P+y =
3 π
2
√
sˆ∆
(4 |Ceff7 |2
sˆ
+ 2Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + 4Re(C
eff
7 C
eff∗
9 )
+ Re(Ceff9 C
∗
10) + |Ceff9 |2 sˆ
)
mˆτ (15)
P+z =
2
∆
(
6Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + Re(C
eff
9 C
∗
10) (1 + 2 sˆ)
)√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(16)
P−x = P+x (17)
P−y =
3 π
2
√
sˆ∆
(4 |Ceff7 |2
sˆ
− 2Re(Ceff7 C∗10) + 4Re(Ceff7 Ceff
∗
9 )
− Re(Ceff9 C∗10) + |Ceff9 |2 sˆ
)
mˆτ (18)
P−z = P+z (19)
Pxx = 1
∆
(
24Re(Ceff7 C
eff∗
9 )
mˆ2τ
sˆ
+ 4 |Ceff7 |2
(
(−1 + sˆ) sˆ+ 2 (2 + sˆ) mˆ2τ
)
sˆ2
+(|Ceff9 |2 − |C10|2)
(
(1− sˆ)sˆ+ 2 (1 + 2 sˆ)mˆ2τ
)
sˆ
)
(20)
Pyx = −2
∆
Im(Ceff9 C
∗
10) (1− sˆ)
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(21)
Pzx = −3 π
2
√
sˆ∆
(
2 Im(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + Im(C
eff
9 C
∗
10)
)
mˆτ (22)
Pxy = Pyx (23)
Pyy = 1
∆
(
24Re(Ceff7 C
eff∗
9 ) mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
− 4 (|Ceff9 |2 + |C10|2)
(1− sˆ) mˆ2τ
sˆ
(24)
+(|Ceff9 |2 − |C10|2) ((−1 + sˆ) +
6 mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
+
4 |Ceff7 |2
(
(1− sˆ) sˆ+ 2 (2 + sˆ) mˆ2τ
)
sˆ2
)
(25)
Pzy = 3 π
2
√
sˆ∆
(
2Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10)− |C10|2 + Re(Ceff9 C∗10) sˆ
)
mˆτ
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(26)
Pxz = −Pzx (27)
6
Pyz = 3 π
2
√
sˆ∆
(
2Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + |C10|2 + Re(Ceff9 C∗10) sˆ
)
mˆτ
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(28)
Pzz = 1
∆
(
12Re(Ceff7 C
eff∗
9 )
(
1− 2 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
)
+
4 |Ceff7 |2 (2 + sˆ)
(
1− 2 mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
sˆ
(29)
+(|Ceff9 |2 + |C10|2)
(
1 + 2 sˆ− 6 (1 + sˆ) mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
)
+
2 (|Ceff9 |2 − |C10|2) (2 + sˆ) mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
. (30)
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Figure 1: The polarization asymmetries for the τ− and τ+, as functions of sˆ, the
invariant mass of the τ pair, without (thick lines) and with (thin lines) the long-
distance resonance contributions.
The coefficient P−z was computed in Ref. [4], P−x , P−y and P−z were obtained in
Ref. [5], and P+x , P+y and P+z were calculated in Ref. [7]. (Note: while we agree with
the calculations of Refs. [4, 5], we disagree with Ref. [7] about the expression for P±y
[the equation following their Eq. (24)].) We plot the functions P−x , P−y and P−z as
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functions of sˆ in Fig. 1. For the purpose of numerical computations, we follow the
prescription of Ref. [5] and include long-distance effects in Ceff9 associated with real
cc¯ resonances in the intermediate states. We take the phenomenological parameter
κV multiplying the Breit-Wigner function in Ref. [5] to be unity.
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Figure 2: The double-spin polarization asymmetries, as functions of sˆ, the invariant
mass of the τ pair, without (thick lines) and with (thin lines) the long-distance
resonance contributions.
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Note that our P−z is the same as the longitudinal polarization asymmetry of
the τ−, P−L of Refs. [5, 7]. However, P+z = −P+L , since the τ+ moves along the
−zˆ axis. Similarly, P−x = P−N and P+x = −P+N . (Note: the distribution of our PN
differs from that of Ref. [5], resulting in a somewhat smaller value of 〈PN〉τ .) The
transverse direction defined in these references lies along the negative yˆ-direction for
both τ− and τ+, so that P−y = −P−T and P+y = −P+T . The double-spin polarization
asymmetries are shown in Fig. 2.
Previously, we noted that it is very likely that only asymmetries larger than 10%
will be measurable. One characterization of the data is to calculate the average
values of the above asymmetries5. These are defined as
〈P〉 ≡
∫ 1
4 mˆ2
τ
P dΓ
dsˆ
dsˆ∫ 1
4 mˆ2
τ
dΓ
dsˆ
dsˆ
. (31)
In Table 1 we list the average values of all polarization asymmetries. From this
Table, we see that only P±y , Pz, Pyy, and Pzy can be considered sizeable. (Note that
here, P+z = P−z ≡ Pz.)
In Eqs. (14)–(30), there are certain relations between the P’s when the spins
s+ and s− are interchanged. Some of these relations are equalities, e.g. P−x = P+x ,
Pxz = Pzx, etc. For other pairs of Pi’s, the expressions are similar, but only some
of the terms change sign (e.g. P+y vs. P−y ). As we describe below, it is possible to
understand these relations by considering also the conjugate process b¯→ s¯τ−τ+.
The processes b→ sτ+τ− and b¯→ s¯τ−τ+ are related by CPT as follows [12]:
b(pb) → s(ps) τ+(p+, s+) τ−(p−, s−) ,
b¯(pb) → s¯(ps) τ−(p+,−s+) τ+(p−,−s−) . (32)
In the absence of CP violation, observables which are P-odd must vanish in the
(C-even) untagged sample. Consider first the terms involving triple-product (TP)
correlations. While all triple products are T-odd, they can be either P-even or P-
odd. Triple products involving two spins are necessarily P-odd and, in the absence
of CP violation, C-odd. Because of this, in the SM, these triple product must vanish
in the untagged sample. Thus, we have TPP−odd
b¯
= −TPP−oddb . This relation can
be violated in the presence of CP-violating new physics. On the other hand, triple
products involving one spin are P-even and C-even, so that TPP−even
b¯
= +TPP−evenb ,
in the absence of CP violation. Thus, these triple products can survive in the un-
tagged sample due to the presence of the strong phases which can fake CP-violating
effects.
5It is also possible that the average value of an asymmetry is small, but that large values of the
asymmetry are still possible for certain values of sˆ. For example, see Pzz.
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〈P−x 〉 = 〈P+x 〉 1.413× 10−2
〈P−y 〉 0.723
〈P−z 〉 = 〈P+z 〉 −0.336
〈P+y 〉 −0.164
〈Pxx〉 −8.658× 10−2
〈Pyx〉 = 〈Pxy〉 2.868× 10−3
〈Pzx〉 = −〈Pxz〉 5.322× 10−2
〈Pyy〉 −0.168
〈Pzy〉 −0.281
〈Pyz〉 5.717× 10−2
〈Pzz〉 −1.1254× 10−2
Table 1: Numerical values of the various averaged spin-polarization asymmetries
without including the long-distance resonance contributions. We use mb = 4.24
GeV [8]. The corresponding branching ratio is BR(B → Xsτ+τ−) = 1.192× 10−7.
We now apply these observations to P+x and P−x , which involve a single spin. As
noted earlier, terms with a single spin along xˆ must come only from a triple-product
correlation. The general triple-product term giving these quantities can be written
as ǫαβµρ p
α
b p
β
s (a p
µ
+s
ρ
+ + b p
µ
−s
ρ
−), where a and b are arbitrary coefficients. For the
conjugate process [Eq. (32)], the corresponding term is−ǫαβµρ pαb pβ+(a pµ−sρ−+b pµ+sρ+).
Since TPP−even
b¯
= +TPP−evenb , this implies that a = −b (in the absence of CP
violation). Using the 4-vectors of Eq. (6), it is then straightforward to show that
this results in P+x = +P−x . Note that this will hold even in the presence of CP-
conserving New Physics.
Similarly, the two-spin triple products, which contribute to the pairs {Pyx,Pxy}
and {Pzx,Pxz}, are proportional to ǫαβµρ pαs pβb sµ−sρ+. In the absence of CP violation,
the CP-odd combination of Pyx and Pxy (and of Pzx and Pxz) will vanish in an
untagged sample. Again, a simple calculation then shows that this implies that
Pyx = +Pxy and Pzx = −Pxz.
For the other terms that do not contain triple products, and are hence always T-
even, one can understand the relationship between the P’s in a similar fashion. For
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example, consider P+y and P−y . Since only dot products of various momenta and one
spin are involved, the coefficients of both terms |Ceff7 |2 [Eq. (54)] and Re(Ceff7 C∗10)
[Eq. (56)] are T-even and P-odd. However, the |Ceff7 |2 term “ps · (s−+s+)” switches
sign under CPT for the conjugate process, while the Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10) term “ps·(s+−s−)”
has the same sign for the conjugate process. Since these terms are P-odd and C-odd
(in the absence of CP violation), they must vanish in an untagged sample. This
explains the relative sign difference between the |Ceff7 |2 and Re(Ceff7 C∗10) terms in
P+y and P−y . This argument may be extended to all terms contributing to various
Pi’s. In particular, in the SM, P+z = +P−z . On the other hand, in presence of New
Physics, while the additional terms must still be T-even and P-odd, they could be
even or odd under CPT, implying that the relation between P+z and P−z could differ.
Of course, the above discussion assumes that there is no CP violation in b →
sτ+τ−, which is the case in the SM, to a good approximation. On the other hand, if
new CP-violating physics contributes to this decay, this gives us several clear tests for
its presence. For example, any violation of the relation P+x = P−x (or P−L +P+L = 0)
is a smoking-gun signal of such new physics.
4 Forward-Backward Asymmetries
One observable which does not depend on the polarization of the final-state leptons
is the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry. In the frame of reference described in
Eq. (6), the forward-backward asymmetry is given by
AFB(sˆ) =
∫ 1
0
d2Γ
dsˆ d cos θ
d cos θ −
∫ 0
−1
d2Γ
dsˆ d cos θ
d cos θ∫ 1
0
d2Γ
dsˆ d cos θ
d cos θ +
∫ 0
−1
d2Γ
dsˆ d cos θ
d cos θ
=
3
∆
(
2Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + sˆRe(C
eff
9 C
∗
10)
)√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
. (33)
This agrees with the result of Ref. [5] (and that of Ref. [11] when mτ is neglected).
Note that the FB asymmetry is of opposite sign for the CP-conjugate process b¯ →
s¯τ+τ−, so that AbFB + A
b¯
FB = 0. Thus, in order to measure the unpolarized FB
asymmetry, it will be necessary to tag the flavor of the decaying b-quark.
If the polarization of the final-state leptons can be measured, then, in addition to
the polarization asymmetries discussed in the previous section, one can also extract
forward-backward asymmetries of the polarized leptons. While the unpolarized FB
asymmetry of Eq. (33) requires b-tagging, some of the polarized FB asymmetries
are non-vanishing even in an untagged sample.
We can extract the forward-backward asymmetries corresponding to various po-
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larization components of the τ− and/or τ+ spin by writing:
AFB(s
+, s−, sˆ) = AFB(sˆ) +
[
A−x s−x +A−y s−y +A−z s−z +A+x s+x +A+y s+y +A+z s+z
+ Axxs+x s−x +Axys+x s−y +Axzs+x s−z
+ Ayxs+y s−x +Ayys+y s−y +Ayzs+y s−z
+ Azxs+z s−x +Azys+z s−y +Azzs+z s−z
]
. (34)
The various polarized forward-backward asymmetries are then evaluated to be
A+x = 0 (35)
A+y =
2
∆
Re(Ceff9 C
∗
10)
(1− sˆ) mˆτ√
sˆ
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(36)
A+z =
1
∆
(
6Re(Ceff7 C
eff∗
9 )−
6 |Ceff7 |2
sˆ
− 3 ( |Ceff9 |2 − |C10|2) mˆ2τ
−12Re(Ceff7 C∗10)
mˆ2τ
sˆ
− 6Re(Ceff9 C∗10)
mˆ2τ
sˆ
− 3
2
( |Ceff9 |2 + |C10|2) sˆ (1−
2 mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
)
(37)
A−x = 0 (38)
A−y = A+y (39)
A−z =
1
∆
(
− 6Re(Ceff7 Ceff
∗
9 )−
6 |Ceff7 |2
sˆ
− 3 ( |Ceff9 |2 − |C10|2) mˆ2τ
+ 12Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10)
mˆ2τ
sˆ
+ 6Re(Ceff9 C
∗
10)
mˆ2τ
sˆ
− 3
2
( |Ceff9 |2 + |C10|2) sˆ (1−
2 mˆ2τ
sˆ
)
)
(40)
Axx = 0 (41)
Axy = −6
∆
(2 Im(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + Im(C
eff
9 C
∗
10))
mˆ2τ
sˆ
(42)
Axz = 2
∆
Im(Ceff9 C
∗
10)
(1− sˆ) mˆτ√
sˆ
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
(43)
Ayx = −Axy (44)
Ayy = 0 (45)
Ayz =
(
2|Ceff9 |2 −
8 |Ceff7 |2
sˆ
) (1− sˆ) mˆτ
∆
√
sˆ
(46)
Azx = Axz (47)
Azy = Ayz (48)
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Azz = −3
∆
(2Re(Ceff7 C
∗
10) + Re(C
eff
9 C
∗
10) sˆ)
√
1− 4 mˆ
2
τ
sˆ
. (49)
Note that, in the SM, it turns out that AFB = −Azz.
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Figure 3: Forward-backward asymmetries of the τ− and τ+, as functions of sˆ, the
invariant mass of the τ pair, without (thick lines) and with (thin lines) the long-
distance resonance contributions.
The nonzero single-spin forward-backward asymmetries are depicted in Fig. 3 as
functions of sˆ, while those with both spins polarized are shown in Fig. 4. Interest-
ingly, some of the forward-backward asymmetries are identically zero within the SM:
A+x , A−x , Axx and Ayy. Nonvanishing values of these asymmetries would be clear
signals of NP. Also, as was discussed in the case of the polarization asymmetries,
the discrete transformation properties of the operators can once again be used to
understand the relations between pairs of forward-backward asymmetries in which
the spins s+ and s− are interchanged.
The average values of the forward-backward asymmetries are defined similarly
to Eq. (31) and are listed in Table 2. From this table, we see that only three
asymmetries are expected to be larger than 10% in the SM: A±z and Azz.
5 Discussion
In the previous sections, we have discussed the polarization and forward-backward
asymmetries which can be obtained when the spins of the τ+ and/or τ− are mea-
sured. Here we consider what can be learned from these measurements in a variety
of scenarios.
First, suppose that the statistics are such that only a single polarization can be
measured (say that of the τ−), and that no tagging is possible. In this case only the
P-even observables survive: P+x +P−x , A+y +A−y and A+z +A−z . Of these asymmetries
13
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Figure 4: Doubly-polarized forward-backward asymmetries, as functions of sˆ, the
invariant mass of the τ pair, without (thick lines) and with (thin lines) the long-
distance resonance contributions.
only A+z +A−z is measurable within the SM. Along with the differential decay rate,
this therefore gives only two observables, which is not enough to test the SM.
On the other hand, if the polarizations of both τ+ and τ− can be measured,
still without tagging, then one adds another six observables: Pxx, Pyy, Pzy + Pyz,
Pzz, Axy + Ayx, and Axz + Azx. Of these only three — Pyy, Pzy + Pyz and Pzz
— are expected to be sizeable in the SM, the last one being measurable only as
a distribution in sˆ (see Fig. 2). We therefore have just enough measurements to
determine the five unknowns Ceff7 , C10, Re(C
eff
9 ), Im(C
eff
9 ), andmb. However, there
are not enough measurements to provide an internal crosscheck of the predictions
of the SM.
Now suppose that it is possible to tag the flavor of the decaying b-quark. If only
a single τ -spin measurement is performed then, out of a total of thirteen possible
asymmetries, only six are sizeable within the SM: AFB, P±y , Pz and A±z . (Recall
that P+z = P−z ≡ Pz.)
In the best-case scenario, it will be possible to both tag the flavor of the decaying
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〈A+y 〉 = 〈A−y 〉 −1.302× 10−2
〈A+z 〉 −0.148
〈A−z 〉 −0.490
〈Axy〉 = −〈Ayx〉 3.184× 10−2
〈Axz〉 = 〈Azx〉 −1.347× 10−3
〈Ayz〉 = 〈Azy〉 4.298× 10−2
〈Azz〉 0.154
Table 2: Numerical values of the various average polarized forward-backward asym-
metries without including the long distance resonance contributions. We use
mb = 4.24 GeV [8]. The corresponding average unpolarized forward-backward asym-
metry is 〈AFB〉 = −0.154.
b, and to measure the polarizations of both final-state τ leptons. In this case, one
in principle has 31 asymmetries. However, within the SM only nine of these are
accessible: AFB, P±y , Pz, A±z , Pyy, Pzy and Azz. Even so, if these asymmetries could
be measured, this would allow us to greatly overconstrain the SM. Ideally, we will
find evidence for new physics, but if not, these will provide precision determinations
of both mb and the Wilson coefficients describing the decay b→ sτ+τ−.
In Table 3 we summarize the number of possible observables, including the dif-
ferential cross-section, in the various scenarios discussed above.
Finally, we note that in some of these scenarios, it will be possible to extract
the value of mb. This is advantageous for two reasons. First, it permits a direct
comparison with the theoretical estimates of mb [8]. Second, for some measurements
in the B system, it is necessary to input mb from theory, which increases the sys-
tematic (theoretical) uncertainty of the measurement. By contrast, we see that the
double-spin analysis of b→ sτ+τ− will not suffer from this type of systematic error.
6 Conclusions
In the standard model (SM), the inclusive decay b → sτ+τ− is described by five
theoretical parameters: Ceff7 , C10, Re(C
eff
9 )(sˆ), Im(C
eff
9 )(sˆ) and mb, where sˆ is
related to the momentum transferred to the lepton pair. We would like to be able
to test this description.
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Untagged Sample Tagged Sample
Only one of
τ+ or τ− spin
measured
dΓ
dsˆ
, P(±)x , A(±)y , A(±)z [4] dΓdsˆ , AFB, P±x , P±y , P±z ,
A±x , A±y , A±z [14]
SM dΓ
dsˆ
, A(±)z [2] dΓdsˆ , AFB, P±y , Pz, A±z
[7]
Both τ+ and
τ− spins mea-
sured
+ Pxx, Pyy, P(zy), Pzz,
A(xy), A(xz) [10]
All [32]
SM + Pyy, P(zy), Pzz [5] + Pyy, Pzy, Pzz [10]
Table 3: The number of observables in various scenarios of initial b-flavor tagging
and τ -spin measurements. The columns represent the cases with untagged and
tagged samples, while the rows are for the scenarios in which only one of the τ+ or
τ− spin is measured, or when both τ+ and τ− spins are measured. Of the possible
observables, those that are sizeable in the SM are listed separately. In the case in
which both spins are measured, only the additional observables (indicated by +) are
listed. The number in the square brackets represents the total number of observables
possible in each case. P(ij) indicates the sum Pij + Pji and P(±)i = P+i + P−i , with
identical definitions for the A’s.
In this paper, we have calculated all single- and double-spin asymmetries in the
decay b→ sτ+τ−. We have shown that there are many different ways of testing the
SM description of this decay. In all, there are a total of 31 different asymmetries.
However, only 9 of these are predicted to be measurable, i.e. have values larger than
10%. (Indeed some asymmetries are expected to vanish in the SM.) Should any of
the small asymmetries be found to have large values, this would be a clear signal
of new physics (NP). Furthermore, the SM predicts certain relationships among the
asymmetries when the spins s+ and s− are interchanged. Should these relations be
violated, this would also indicate the presence of NP. In fact, this could give us some
clue as to whether the NP is CP-conserving or CP-violating.
Apart from these signals of NP, whether or not the SM can be tested depends
crucially on which types of measurements can be made. For example, if one cannot
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perform b-tagging, and can measure only a single individual τ spin, then there are
only two sizeable observables. This is not enough to test the SM. On the other hand,
if one can measure both τ spins, but cannot tag the flavor of the b, then there are
a total of five measurable observables. This is enough to determine the theoretical
unknowns, but does not provide the necessary redundancy to test the SM.
On the other hand, if one can perform b-tagging, but can only measure a single
τ spin, then there are 7 sizeable observables. This can provide a redundant test of
the SM. The optimal scenario is if b-tagging is possible, and one can measure the
polarizations of both the τ+ and τ−. In this case, there are a total of 10 independent
measurements, which would greatly overconstrain the SM. If new physics is not
found, this would precisely determine the five theoretical parameters.
Note that testing the SM implies that the quantity mb will be extracted from
the experimental data. This will allow us to compare the experimental value of mb
with the theoretical estimates of this same quantity. Furthermore, as the measure-
ments do not rely on theoretical input, the systematic error will be correspondingly
reduced.
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7 Appendix
In this Appendix, we calculate the square of the amplitude in Eq. (1), keeping the
spins of both final-state leptons. We define pb, ps, p+ and p− to be the momenta
of the b-quark, s-quark, τ+ and τ−, respectively, with q = pb − ps = p+ + p−. The
spins of the τ+ and τ− are denoted by s+ and s−, respectively. We have
|M|2 = |T9|2 + |T10|2 + |T7|2 + 2Re
(
T †9T10
)
+ 2Re
(
T †9T7
)
+ 2Re
(
T †10T7
)
. (50)
Summing over the s-quark spin and averaging over the b-quark spin, We find
1
2
∑
b,s spins
|T9|2 = α
2G2F
π2
|VtbV ∗ts|2|Ceff9 |2
×
{
(m2b − q2)
2
(
−p− · s+ p+ · s− + q
2
2
s+ · s− +m2τ (1− s+ · s−)
)
+(1− s+ · s−) (pb · p+ ps · p− + ps · p+ pb · p−)
−q
2
2
[pb · s+ ps · s− + ps · s+ pb · s−]
+s+ · p− [pb · p+ ps · s− + ps · p+ pb · s−]
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+s− · p+ [pb · p− ps · s+ + ps · p− pb · s+]
+mτ
[
ps · (p+ + p−) pb · (s+ + s−)
−pb · (p+ + p−) ps · (s+ + s−)
]}
, (51)
1
2
∑
b,s spins
|T10|2 = α
2G2F
π2
|VtbV ∗ts|2|C10|2
×
{
−(m
2
b − q2)
2
(
−p− · s+ p+ · s− + q
2
2
s+ · s− +m2τ (1− s+ · s−)
)
+(1 + s+ · s−) (pb · p+ ps · p− + ps · p+ pb · p−)
−
(
2m2τ −
q2
2
)
[pb · s+ ps · s− + ps · s+ pb · s−]
−s+ · p− [pb · p+ ps · s− + ps · p+ pb · s−]
−s− · p+ [pb · p− ps · s+ + ps · p− pb · s+]
−mτ
[
ps · (p+ − p−) pb · (s+ − s−)
−pb · (p+ − p−) ps · (s+ − s−)
]}
, (52)
∑
b,s spins
Re
[
T †9T10
]
=
α2G2F
π2
|VtbV ∗ts|2
×
{
2Re(Ceff9 C
∗
10)
[
m2τ [ps · s− pb · s+ − pb · s− ps · s+]
−q
2
2
(ps · p− − ps · p+)
+mτ [pb · p+ ps · s− + ps · p+ pb · s−
−pb · p− ps · s+ − ps · p− pb · s+]
]
+Im(Ceff9 C
∗
10)ǫµαβφ
[[
2mτ + (ps + pb) · s+
]
pµsp
α
−s
β
−p
φ
+
−
[
2mτ + (ps + pb) · s−
]
pµsp
α
+s
β
+p
φ
−
−(ps + pb) · p+ pµspα−sβ−sφ+ + (ps + pb) · p− pµspα+sβ+sφ−
+(p− − p+) · ps pµ−pα+sβ+sφ−
]}
, (53)
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∑
b,s spins
|T7|2 = α
2G2F
π2
|VtbV ∗ts|2
m2b
q4
|C7|2
×
{
4m2bmτ
[
ps · (p+ + p−) q · (s− + s+)− q2 ps · (s− + s+)
]
+2m2τm
2
b(m
2
b − q2)[(1− s+ · s−] + q2m2b(m2b − q2)
−2q2
[
2[ps · p− pb · p+ + ps · p+ pb · p−]− q2 pb · ps
]
[(1− s+ · s−]
−4q2
[
s+ · p−[ps · s− pb · p+ + pb · s− ps · p+]
+s− · p+[ps · p− pb · s+ + pb · p− ps · s+]
]
+2q2(m2b − q2) s+ · p− s− · p+
+2q4[ps · s− pb · s+ + pb · s− ps · s+]
}
, (54)
∑
b,s spins
Re
[
T †9T7
]
=
α2G2F
π2
|VtbV ∗ts|2
m2b
q2
×
{
Re(Ceff9 c
∗
7)
[
(m2b − q2)[q2 + 2m2τ − 2m2τ s+ · s−]
−4mτ [pb · (p+ + p−) ps · (s+ + s−)
−ps · (p+ + p−) pb · (s+ + s−)]
]}
, (55)
∑
b,s spins
Re
[
T †10T7
]
=
α2G2F
π2
|VtbV ∗ts|2
m2b
q2
×
{
− 2Re(C10Ceff
∗
7 )
[
− mτ (m
2
b − q2)
2
[p+ · s− − p− · s+]
+q2[ps · p− − ps · p+]− 2m2τ [ps · s− p− · s+ − p+ · s− ps · s+]
+mτ q
2ps · (s+ − s−) +mτ ps · (p− − p+)(s− · p+ + s+ · p−)
]
−4Im(C10Ceff
∗
7 )ǫαβµρ
[
−mτ pαs pβ+sµ+pρb +mτ pαs pβ−sµ−pρb
+m2τ s
α
−p
β
s s
µ
+p
ρ
b
]}
. (56)
In the above, we have used the convention ǫ0123 = +1. Note that, as mentioned in
Sec. 2, Ceff7 and C10 are expected to be real; only C
eff
9 is complex. However, in
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the expressions above, for completeness we have included both real and imaginary
pieces of all Wilson coefficients.
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